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MESSAGE FROM PROGRAM DIRECTOR

iPACE ALUMNI MYANMAR 
(iAM) BOARD OF
DIRECTORS IN ACTION

Andrea Welsh
iPACE Director
World Learning Myanmar

All the best, 

In late 2019, iPACE alumni from across Myanmar 
elected a Board of Directors (BOD) for iPACE’s 
first national alumni association: iPACE Alumni 
Myanmar (iAM). Since then, the iAM BOD has 
been working hard behind the scenes to lay 
a strong foundation for the group. Over the 
past five months, the iAM BOD has had regular 
online meetings with the iPACE Program Team,       
discussing work plans and exploring creative 
ways to engage with the iPACE community 
during the time of COVID-19 and social distanc-
ing. The iAM BOD is getting ready to launch 
several online engagement activities for iPACE 
alumni, so stay tuned for more information and 
we look forward to seeing you there!

It is hard to believe how much has happened in Myanmar and 
across the world since the most recent issue of our iPACE Alumni 
Newsletter was published in February 2020.

While there is no disputing that the global COVID-19 pandemic 
has brought deep heartbreak and enormous challenges this 
year, I would also offer that during these trying times we have 
seen incredible resilience and hope. Communities have come 
together to support one another in unprecedented ways to 
stop the spread of the virus and maintain the wellbeing of their 
families and neighbors.

Committed to our goal of serving and strengthening Myanmar’s 
civil society sector, our iPACE program shifted all our in-person 
activities at the American Center Yangon and Jefferson Center 
Mandalay to entirely online. Not only did this transition take an 
incredible amount of time and energy from our program team 
and partners, it also required that our participants and alumni 
instill confidence in us to deliver our civic education and training 
program in a new way.

In the pages that follow, I hope you enjoy the stories of how 
our first delivery of online programming expanded the reach 
of civic education to civil society leaders throughout Myanmar, 
particularly important in preparation for national elections on 
November 8, 2020. I also hope you find inspiration from the 
reflections of iPACE alumni and how they are making a positive 
impact in their communities. And finally, a photo essay of our 
last in-person event before the pandemic hit, the iPACE Alumni 
Reunion in March 2020 at the Jefferson Center Mandalay, show-
cases the strength of our alumni community which includes the 
formation and engagement of iPACE Alumni Myanmar (iAM).

On behalf of the entire World Learning Myanmar and iPACE 
team, we extend our best wishes of health and safety to you 
and your communities. With special thanks to the U.S. Embassy 
Rangoon for their support, we will continue to deliver our iPACE 
program, whether in-person or online, to ensure that Myanmar’s 
civil society leaders and changemakers have the training and 
resources they need to succeed.

Despite the devastating challenges of COVID-19 
and the impact on programs in Myanmar and 
around the world, iPACE looked for creative 
ways to continue strengthening the capacity 
of Myanmar’s civil society sector. With this 
commitment in mind, World Learning Myanmar 
developed three online iPACE courses for 2020 
Term 2: Electoral Observation, Foundations for 
Community Development, and Media Literacy 
for Civil Society. Each course included four 
weeks of instruction from June 15 - July 10, 2020. 
Each week, selected participants engaged in 
10 hours of live lectures and discussions, along 
with offline readings and activities. 

iPACE MOVED TO 
ONLINE LEARNING!
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The Electoral  Observation  (EO) course  covered  elec-
toral observation principles, civil society consultation in 
electoral administration, and observation methodology 
of key processes in the electoral cycle, including cam-
paigns, legal framework development, voter registration, 
polling and counting and post-electoral processes. The 
course also covered observation planning, reporting, 
dissemination, and electoral reform advocacy mecha-
nisms. For this first online delivery of the EO course, 
iPACE trainers Sayarma Htet Htet Aung and Sayarma Su 
Nandar Hlaing led the course which had 35 graduates.

The Foundations for Community Development (FCD) 
course focused on building the capacity of participants 
to become more effective community development 
workers. The course introduced core principles of 
community development (empowerment, participation, 
inclusion, equality of opportunity and anti-discrimi-
nation, self-determination, partnership) and reviewed 
Myanmar case studies of community development in 
action. iPACE trainers Sayar Soe Htet and Sayar Sai Aike 
Sam@ Ye Aung delivered the course with participants 
from across Myanmar and had 41 graduates.

The Media Literacy for Civil Society (MLCS) course  focused 
on empowering civil society leaders to become more  effective 
and informed leaders in Myanmar’s evolving media land-
scape. Course participants learned the relationship between 
media, government, and society in a democratic context, 
and established strategies for effective media campaigns 
and advocacy. Participants in this advanced iPACE course 
directly interacted with social media and digital platforms 
during the course and launched real FB campaigns for their 
final capstone projects. The course, supported by Facebook, 
was delivered by iPACE trainers Sayarma May Kyi Kyaw Kyaw 
and Sayar Aung Kyaw and had 35 graduates.

Here is a brief snapshot from each course and the wonderful trainers and participants who made iPACE’s first 
online learning journey so successful. Congratulations to all the 111 graduates of 2020 Term 2!

MEDIA LITERACY
FOR CIVIL SOCIETY

FOUNDATIONS FOR 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

ELECTORAL OBSERVATION
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Continuing a tradition of strengthening the network and connections among alumni, iPACE hosted the annual Alumni 
Reunion on March 7, 2020. The lively event was held at the Jefferson Center Mandalay and brought together 137 
alumni, trainers, and special guests from around Myanmar.

During the reunion, iPACE Program Director, Andrea Welsh, welcomed iPACE alumni, trainers, and special guests 
by celebrating the program’s eight-year history and over 3,300 alumni. Jefferson Center Director, U Saw Kyin Sein, 
encouraged alumni to keep up their important community development work as it has a lasting and positive impact 
on society. iPACE alumni from Mandalay delivered inspiring speeches on ‘What does iPACE mean to me?’ The event 
also featured an official announcement from the iPACE Alumni Myanmar (iAM) BOD Election Commission on the 
election results of 2019 and presentation of the first ever iAM BOD. Representing the iAM BOD, Daw Nilar shared 
a thorough presentation of the group’s action plan and aspirations for 2020.

The joyous occasion brought together old iPACE friends and colleagues to strengthen existing ties and opened an 
opportunity for new iPACE friendships and connections to be made.

ALUMNI REUNION 2020
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Gaw Lu Naung Lat is a member of Living Dignity for the Blind, a social enterprise 
focusing on capacity building and employment for visually impaired persons in 
Myanmar. Gaw Lu Naung Lat is Kachin and began his iPACE learning journey in 
2019 Term 2. Since then, he has successfully completed iPACE’s Civic Education 
and Communications and Advocacy for Change courses, among many others.

Pyae Phyo Aung is a Project Officer at the New Myanmar Foundation, which 
provides civic and voter education, election observation training, and carries out 
election observation. Pyae Phyo Aung is Karen and originally from Yangon. He 
began his iPACE learning journey with the Leadership for Change course in 2017 
Term 4. After that, he went on to successfully complete the Communications for 
Civil Society and Research Methods and Analysis for Advocacy courses in 2018.

Aye Myat Kyaw works as a Program Officer at Myanmar Network Organization for 
Free and Fair Elections (MYNFREL) which aims to strengthen democratic repre-
sentation through safeguarding free and fair elections and support well-informed 
participation of citizens in the electoral process. Aye Mya Kyaw is Rakhine and 
originally from Sittwe. She joined iPACE in 2017 Term 2 and went on to success-
fully complete iPACE’s Advocacy in Democracy, Federalism, and Advocacy for 
Ending Gender-based Violence courses.

Thida Latt is a freelance trainer and researcher. She first joined iPACE in 2014 with 
the Research Methodology for Advocates course. Since then, she has successfully 
gone on to complete more courses, including Voter Education, Pluralism and 
Governance, and Leadership for Change. She was actively involved in establishing 
iPACE’s first national alumni association iPACE Alumni Myanmar (iAM) in 2019. 
She encourages all iPACE alumni to get involved with iAM to create a strong 
national network of iPACE alumni across Myanmar.

“I know that we are connected by politics, but I did not know how to 
participate in politics. Having completed Advocacy in Democracy,
I become aware of how we can take part in the democratic process.”

“I really like the learning experience with iPACE. It is 
different from others, very friendly. Whatever is needed, it is 
supported like a family. If someone is weak in some area, 
the others will provide support. There is no discrimination.”

“What makes iPACE unique is that iPACE teaches about 
attitudes rather than providing only knowledge. I remember 
the first time I joined iPACE - I felt it was all inclusive.”

“I would like to invite to people who have not joined iPACE. 
iPACE courses offer the applicable lessons for our professional 
and practical lives. Lessons are not outdated, they are 
practical and useful. So, come and join iPACE courses!”

ALUMNI PROFILES
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COURSE PATHWAYS

The Institute for Political and Civic Engagement (iPACE) is 
an educational resource for Myanmar’s emerging democratic 
leaders to develop and increase their knowledge and prac-
tical application of fundamental democratic principles while 
promoting civic engagement to foster more representative 
and accountable governance. iPACE designs and implements 
intensive civic education through thematic courses, mobile 
clinics, and networking and advocacy events at the Ameri-
can Center in Yangon and the Jefferson Center in Mandalay. 
Workshops and networking activities are provided to alumni 
and the public. To bring information to those who cannot 
attend our courses in Yangon and Mandalay, iPACE mobile 
training programs have been conducted in partnership with 
local community-based organizations in every state and 
region in Myanmar. 

WHAT IS iPACE?

We want to hear from you! Our alumni network 
is over 3,300 people strong and is one of the 
reasons that makes the iPACE program stand 
out. Stay connected so that you have the latest 
information on courses, programs, and exclusive 
alumni events: 

• Send your contact information, news, and 
updates to ipace@worldlearning.org

• Connect with us on Facebook           
(www.facebook.com/ipace.myanmar).

• Attend alumni reunion, networking events.

• Refer people to iPACE courses, network 
ing events, share our Facebook page.

STAY CONNECTED!

In 2019, iPACE developed a program called Course Pathways which empowers civil society and political leaders to 
make the most of their experience at iPACE by building their capacity through a specific set of knowledge and skills. 
The table below details the nine Course Pathways and required courses. The courses in blue represent foundational 
courses, courses in white represent skills-focused courses, and courses in red represent advanced courses. As of 2020 
Term 2, iPACE has proudly graduated nineteen participants from these Course Pathways and is looking forward to 
involving more participants in this program. If you would like to pursue a Course Pathway, please get in touch with 
the iPACE Program Team at ipace@worldlearning.org.

Civil Society
 Leader

PATHWAYS

Civil Society 
Researcher 

Communication 
Spectialist 

Democracy 
Advocate

Political Activist

Civic 
Educator 

Peace 
Educator 

Peace 
Advocate 

Election
Observer

Foundations for 
Community 

Development

FOUNDATIONAL
COURSES

Foundations for 
Community 

Development

Foundations for 
Community 

Development

Democratic 
Foundations

Civic 
Education

Civic 
Education 

Civic 
Education 

Civic 
Education 

Civic 
Education 

Communications 
for Civil Society 

SKILLS-FOUSED COURSES

Communications 
for Civil Society 

Communications 
for Civil Society 

Pluralism & Governance 

Political Transition 

Pluralism & Governance 

Peace Education 

Peace Education 

Voter Education 

Strategic 
Planning for 

Change 

Strategic 
Planning for 

Change 

Strategic 
Planning for 

Change 

Federalism

Transitional Justice 

Federalism

Conflict 
Transformation

Conflict 
Transformation 

Organizational 
Development for 

Civil Society 

Organizational 
Development for 

Civil Society 

Organizational 
Development for 

Civil Society 

Leadership 
for Change

ADVANCED AND 
ADVOCACY COURSES

Research Meth-
ods and Analysis 

for Advocates 

Communications 
and Advocacy 

for Change

Advocacy in 
Democracy

Political 
Engagement

TOT for 
Civic Educators

TOT for Leadership 
in Peace building

Peace Advocacy

Electoral
  Observation


